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He is an International Product Manager, Team Builder, and Business Developer for mobile

applications, SAAS, UX, and prototyping with an engineering background and a client focus, who

has led multiple successful products from inception through launch and enhancements for millions

of users.
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Alex Salinsky has been living and working in Bangalore India, leading international teams practicing

transcendental meditation, and eating with his hands. He is an International Product Manager and

Team Builder for mobile applications, SAAS, UX, and prototyping with an engineering background

and a client focus, who has led multiple successful products from inception through launch and

enhancements for millions of users. After graduating from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, he

taught middle school English with Teach For America before transitioning into the world of

technology. Alex's path is one of mentorship, mild risk-taking, self-driven education, and plain old

showing up hungry.

Thoroughly enjoyed this book. As the subtitle states, it is "incomplete" and "biased" but what the title

doesn't tell you is that the book is a quick read, fun and entertaining. For those planning on traveling

to India, or who for those who already have, this book would be a nice gift. The author, having lived

and worked in India gives us first hand tips and some worthwhile do's and dont's.

A fun, quick read that really hit home since I've spent some time working abroad as well. Alex has



compiled some excellent advice for settling into a new place and shared some awesome anecdotes

along the way. While I haven't (yet!) been to India, this one hundred percent reminds me of every

adventure I've been on and all of the successes and failures of adapting to life in a new culture.

Since I just moved to a new town, this was a great reminder to ease into new things and still take full

advantage of everything. Also, I learned a bunch of cool stuff about India!

Very entertaining and helpful. Real advice if you're considering living in India and flat out just fun to

read if you're not.

He's the International Business Sherpa.

I really enjoyed the book and am looking forward to seeing more from you soon!! (The title cracks

me up)

This book is about India, consulting, travel and international topics from the viewpoint of an IT

Product Manager. I am enjoying the book and love the idea that a person working during the day

can be so productive, share his adventures with us and create a creative work (this book) in his

spare time. Truly an inspiration to us all. Very cool work. Keep it up Alex!

Proud father hereÃ°ÂŸÂ˜Â•
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